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OUR CREED:
The Johnsonian wants to deserve a reputation for accuracy, thoroughness, and fairness in the covering of the Winthrop campus. You will do us a favor to call our attention to any failure in measuring up to any of these fundamentals of good newspapering.
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Rock Hill, S. C., April 17, 1942
Number 20

High School Edition
Marching Bands and Defense Parade Feature Closing Of Festival

President Shelton Phelps and His Administrative Staff

State Officials Will Speak at End of Procession

Up Oakland; Alive With Public School Youth From All Over the Country

Group Plans Spring Play

Tuyn Directs "Brief Music"—Comedy Of Characters —For Masquers

Miss Hi Misses of Other Years Win Many Honors

As Students and Leaders

Some Firsts and Lasts in 57-Year History of Winthrop

Winthrop Head of Division Stresses Utilitarian

“Maps” have a definite place in geography, smiled Elwood I. Terry. “And with this we realized that it was what has guided us in our efforts.

BONDS* STAMPS

Marching Bands And Defense Parade Feature Closing Of Festival

Three-Day Music Meet

Closes With Exercises

Out On Athletic Field

Significance of Geography

Never Greater Says Terry

Minor In Journalism

Offered at Winthrop

Cultural and Career Values in Courses Make the Training Ideal Supplement to Any Major

Field, Says Terry

Some Firsts and Lasts in 57-Year History of Winthrop

Winthrop Head of Division Stresses Utilitarian

“Maps” have a definite place in geography, smiled Elwood I. Terry. “And with this we realized that it was what has guided us in our efforts.

BONDS* STAMPS
Latin Gives Background For Study of Many Professions

Latin, though the study of Latin is not an end in itself, provides a foundation knowledge of the Latin language which helps students to understand the etymology of words, the structure of sentences, and the grammar of the language. By studying Latin, students gain a better understanding of the English language, as well as gaining a deeper appreciation of the historical and cultural context of the ancient world.

The study of Latin is particularly valuable for students who wish to pursue careers in fields such as law, medicine, and business. In law, for example, knowledge of Latin is essential for understanding legal documents and contracts. In medicine, a knowledge of Latin is necessary for understanding medical terminology and the names of diseases and conditions. In business, a knowledge of Latin can be helpful for reading and understanding legal documents, contracts, and other business-related materials.

Latin is also valuable for students who wish to pursue careers in fields such as literature, history, and philosophy. By studying Latin, students can gain a deeper understanding of the works of ancient authors and philosophers, and can appreciate the development of Western thought and culture.
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Study of English A Tour of Best in American, English Writing

A Moment In Life Of Masquers

Talent For All Kind Of Writing Find Nan Early. All are members of Masquer, play making group, directed by Miss Florence Mims, assistant professor of English.

In the forefront is Sara Howie, Masquer and senior class cheerleader, in a hilarious Masquer moment. Among the clowns are Bert Ford, Jerome Marshall, David Watters, and Nan Early. All are members of Masquer, play making group, directed by Miss Florence Mims, assistant professor of English.

Welcome Winthrop Girls

Make our store your store. Enjoy our fountain service. Delicious sandwiches and drinks.

COMPLETE LINE OF SUNDRIES and TOILETRIES AT LOW PRICES

Welcome to Winthrop

If It's

- Souvenirs
- School Supplies
- Accessories

YOU WANT, STOP IN AT

Newberry's 5 and 10

Bowen's Drug Store

Walgreen Agency

Welcome Winthrop Girls

This Staff Gives You This Johnsonian

This advanced class in journalism has the edition of the High School Edition as its ma-

Refer to "Talent For All Kind Of Writing Find Nan Early". All are members of Masquer, play making group, directed by Miss Florence Mims, assistant professor of English.

In the forefront is Sara Howie, Masquer and senior class cheerleader, in a hilarious Masquer moment. Among the clowns are Bert Ford, Jerome Marshall, David Watters, and Nan Early. All are members of Masquer, play making group, directed by Miss Florence Mims, assistant professor of English.
**That Art is For Many, Not Few, Rules Winthrop Department**

Winthrop Department Head Says Interest In Beauty and Expression of Self Should Determine Choice of Subject

By ANNYE V. DUNN

Head of Department of Art

What is art? Perhaps your answer, on the spur of the moment, will be, "Art is Art is making pictures." And you may add, "As for me, I would never draw a straight line."

That will make an art teacher scratch his head, for every single one of us has heard those words. And she would like to take your attention away from the pictures and the straight line and ask you some questions like these:

Do you sometimes have thoughts or feelings that do not easily fit into such neat forms?

Would you like to give a kind of expression to your inner self that some form of beauty?

The practical world alone is too narrow in its educational activities which frequently produce a mood opposed to some internal yearnings. It is a mood which is now called "artistic." Why not find an outlet in the formal course of college, whether it be a fine arts department, a music department, or a photography course? Our goal is to establish higher standards of beauty and creative originality in art programs, and to make available courses and degrees at all levels of education.

The practical work includes designing, painting, drawing, and designing. The art is not necessarily a professional art, but is learning to express your thoughts and experiences. Anyone who takes courses in the fine arts should develop such habits as: a knowledge of form and color, an understanding of composition, and an ability to express oneself through art.

"Art For Many" Today, we know that art is for the majority of people, for all people. On this basis, we wish to have better collections of books, and to find a better integration of art into our lives. Without art in our daily lives, the world would be a dull and uninteresting place. Art provides beauty and expression of self, and is an important part of our daily lives.

**The Johnsonian**

Virginia Carter, Winthrop art student, sits for a hurry-up portrait by George Gibney, head of the art department of a large eastern college, who was visiting the campus.

**SKILLED ARTISTS FIND MUCH TO DO AFTERGRADUATION**

**RADIO SERVICE and AUTO REPAIR**

**BEST WISHES FOR THE JOHNSONIAN MISS HI-MISS**

**Photographic Supplies**

**Wedgewood China**

**Ella Old English Silver**

**Vanness**

215 N. Tryon Street
Charlottesville, N. C.

**Welcome Class of '46!!**

**Buy Your Snack At Our Store**

**Simplex Grocery**

**Music Headquarters for South Carolina**

**Complete Stock**

Sheet Music, Volumes, Teaching Material, Records, Players, Radios, Music Appreciation Records, Band and Orchestra Instruments

Sold, Rented or Repaired

**WRITE US FOR YOUR MUSIC NEEDS**

**Proctor Music Co.**

124 Hampton St.
Rock Hill, S. C.

"EVERY CHILD MUST HAVE MUSIC"
Study Of History Has Many Values For Many Types Of Students

Shows Continuity Of Ideas Says Head

By Dr. Warren G. Keith

Head of the Department of History

Why study history? What does the field of history offer to a college student? Certainly, to begin with, one does approach the study of history in the same way that he would a course in typing. Both are practical subjects; both have distinct places to fill in a college course. The immediate practicality of typing can be seen much more readily than that of history. But regardless of the difficulty with which the importance of the subject can be realized, history has a distinct place in the college course. Every subject enrolled in college to the latest developments of the discipline, his history, his family's history, his experiences, give the student a greater understanding of the social problems that confront him in college and in college. "I know that I know little," he is thinking, "I know little of economics, but I understand them better."

A study subject enrolled in college to the latest developments of the discipline, his history, his family's history, his experiences, give the student a greater understanding of the social problems that confront him in college and in college. "I know that I know little," he is thinking, "I know little of economics, but I understand them better."

"The study of history is a study of our environment—our environment today, our environment in the past, and our environment in the future.

"The study of history is a study of our environment—our environment today, our environment in the past, and our environment in the future."

ECONOMICS ASSUMES GREATER IMPORTANCE IN WORLD CRISIS

Winthrop Courses Offered Not Only As Essential To Understanden Forces Today But As Basic To Other Studies

By Margaret Bric

In the midst of an ever-changing world, one is conscious that certain forces exert a powerful influence on the way we tend to create and direct toward certain things and away from others. Thus we observe a trend in education generally in things that do not interest the parents and grandparents of our students, and feel that some of the things that hold their attention are of little concern to us.

Nevertheless, progressively we are beginning to understand that the subject serves to tie us today, by means of the social policies, to the socioeconomic policies of the nation. The Carnegie Library

Public turns to economics

But even in the past year the public interest in economics has been noticeably larger and more important than ever before, because it is becoming more and more apparent that a knowledge of economics is necessary for understanding and solving the problems of our time.

"Economics is a necessary raw material for national problems and a necessary raw material for national problems and a necessary raw material for social problems," Dr. Warren G. Keith, "is as essential to a good citizen as the reading of a newspaper," Dr. Keith, "is as essential to a good citizen as the reading of a newspaper."
Artist Course Offers Finest Concert Talent To Winthrop Audiences

Scholarships Send 275 To Winthrop

That Number of Students Are Said To Earn $30,000 in Campus Work—Many Values Say Holders

Each spring and summer brings a fresh crop of artists to the Winthrop campus, and the Students' Bureau has announced that the 1942-43 artist course will bring to the Winthrop campus a number of prominent artists in the music and dramatic world.

SCHOLARSHIPS

The 1942-43 artist course will bring to the Winthrop campus 500 students, with an average of $5,000 in scholarships for the Winthrop student. This is a new high for the Winthrop art course, which has been in existence for more than 20 years.

The artist course is open to students in all fields of study, including music, art, and drama. Students are selected on the basis of merit, with preference given to those who have demonstrated excellence in their field.

The Winthrop artist course offers a unique opportunity for students to work with some of the finest artists in the world. Students will have the opportunity to work with such renowned artists as Richard Crooks, tenor, Metropolitan Opera Company; YeHudi Menuhin, violinist; and the Ballet Russe.

The Winthrop artist course is a testament to the importance of the arts in education. It provides a unique opportunity for students to develop their talents and gain valuable experience in the arts.

For more information about the Winthrop artist course, contact the Winthrop placement bureau. (The post office at Winthrop is 328 North Tryon Street.)
Home Economics: Housed In One Of Home Ec Students Prepare A Meal... State Continuously Department Serves Actiing Head Describes Practicial and Cultural Program Given the Large Winthrop Student Enrollment BY DR. OPAL BROWNS Acting Head of the Home Economies Department A home economics major prepares not only for a vocational course in the field, but also develops a broad cultural background. Home economics is not an easy course. To succeed, a girl must be a well-rounded scholar, not gifted in just one line. Required courses include art, literature, natural sciences and social studies as well as work in many phases of homemaking.

Each home economics major has an assignment to do all and keep up with all of her courses work from home or other fields as many as she can. The art emphasizes design, technique and beauty as well as earning. Every class includes chemistry, biology, general science and home management. Physica is a popular course. A good background in home management will add considerably to morale and understanding and appreciation of the home. The arts and crafts are constructed. Finally, how to keep by intelligently as well as how to keep all homes. The surrounding communities maintain good homes, and the teaching of those homes produces good citizens. Most of the students in this field are married and girls. Most of the students in this field are married and girls. Most of the students in this field are married and girls.
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Interest in Modern Languages Grows With New Foreign Policy

English

Gaining Background In Foreign Languages

French and Spanish More Essential Now

Winthrop Department Head Suggests Necessity Of Knowing Language Of Foes As Well As Friend

By Dr. Elizabeth Johnson

Head of Department of Modern Languages

The modern language department offers courses in three languages: French, Spanish, and German—courses which may be taken as language requirements for graduation, as electives, or as parts of regular curricula. Of these three languages, French is the one which is most often required for the entire campus body. For the foreign language student, the study of French is essential. The outstanding work among the various sections of French Basketells and three faculty members. A 3.7 per cent of the Winthrop student body is made up of French students. Among the French students are Elizabeth Johnson, Louise L. Fiske, and the three faculty members. Among the faculty members is Elizabeth Johnson, who has been on the Winthrop faculty for more than 10 years.

The modern language department offers courses in three languages: French, Spanish, and German. Courses are offered in both the French and Spanish departments. The French department offers courses in the study of the French language, while the Spanish department offers courses in the study of the Spanish language. The German department offers courses in the study of the German language.

The modern language department offers courses in three languages: French, Spanish, and German. The French department offers courses in the study of the French language, while the Spanish department offers courses in the study of the Spanish language. The German department offers courses in the study of the German language.

The modern language department offers courses in three languages: French, Spanish, and German. The French department offers courses in the study of the French language, while the Spanish department offers courses in the study of the Spanish language. The German department offers courses in the study of the German language.

The modern language department offers courses in three languages: French, Spanish, and German. The French department offers courses in the study of the French language, while the Spanish department offers courses in the study of the Spanish language. The German department offers courses in the study of the German language.
This Is Winthrop

Winthrop is not just 24 big buildings, nor 100 teachers, nor a campus of 80 acres, nor a library. It isn't anything merely of wood or stone or steel or brick.

Winthrop is people...working, playing, thinking people. And people are teachers and students and officers and helpers of all kinds.

That is the Winthrop this page gives you.

A Moment In Senior Week

The Faculty “Let Down Their Hair”

Juniors and Freshmen Bob for Apples

Some of The 1800 Winthrop Girls Pour Out of The Auditorium

Students Talk Art With Rockwell Kent

The Johnsonian Interviews Celebrities
Dear Diary,

Things have been hectic around here. The end of the semester is approaching, and we have a lot of work to do. I've been studying every night, trying to finish all my assignments. It's definitely a time of stress and pressure.

On Monday, I had a test in psychology, and I'm hoping I did well. I've been studying a lot for it, but I still feel a bit nervous. Psychology is one of my favorite subjects, but it's also one of the most challenging.

We're also getting ready for the pep rally this week. It's a big event, and we're all excited about it. The Student Council has been working hard to plan all the details.

I wish I could go on a vacation this summer, but I don't think that's going to happen. I'll probably have to stay here and work on my studies. But I'm looking forward to the break when the semester is over. That's when I can take a real rest and enjoy some leisure time.

Well, that's all for now. I have to get back to studying. I'll be back soon with more updates.

Sincerely,
Diary
Biology And Chemistry

Fatiguing A Frog Muscle

By Margaret Brice

"The courses offered in the biology department are designed to meet the needs of a number of types of students, including those who wish to acquire a general knowledge of science as well as those who intend to specialize in biology, chemistry, or some professional field. The biology department has a well-equipped laboratory and offers a variety of courses in general, advanced, and applied biology. Students are encouraged to consult with their instructors about their individual needs and career goals."

Biology Department

Broadens Servic

Dr. Hess Says Those Who Want General Knowledge Only May Take Courses, Too; Lab Work Unless Wanted

By Margaret Brice

"Dr. Hess confirmed that opinion. It is true that some biology courses are more suitable for students who want to study biology in general, while others are more specialized. Students who wish to pursue a career in medicine or other health-related fields may find the specialized courses more suitable. Lab work is recommended for all students, but it is not required for those who want to study biology in general."

Courses Basic

Emergency Enhances

Science Departments

By Dr. C. G. NAUDAIN

"The advancement in the field of scientific education is evident in the recent enhancement of science departments. Many courses are now offered in general, applied, and professional fields. This development creates a demand for students to explore the different areas of science and to choose the one that best suits their interests."

In Scientific Education

Chemistry Labs Add Work Experience

Chemistry Girls Gather

Informally For Fun, Work

By Dr. Naudain

"Dr. Naudain points to increased need of chemistry teaching, industrial work, and government service. The advancement in the chemistry field is evident in the recent enhancement of departments. Many courses are now offered in general, advanced, and applied chemistry. Learning methods of informal teaching are the significant new developments that are shown by the Zeta Alpha group. And their latest are the demonstration of different chemical reactions which are not included in the regular classroom work. Both scientific and current events are covered in their department."

Counseling System Brings

Assurance To Freshmen

Winthrop, like many other colleges, has an orientation program for new students. The program is designed to make the transition to college easier and to provide students with information about the college and its resources. The counseling system is an important part of the orientation program. It is designed to help students develop the skills and knowledge necessary for success in college."

Winthrop's Counseling System

BEAUTIFUL SILK

AND NYLON HOSE

Shop EFIRD's where you always find the best in every style and quality. We feature premium quality hose in nylon, silk, cotton, and rayon, at the lowest possible prices—

Select Early While Prices Are Still Low

EFIRD'S DEPT. STORE

114-18 E. Main Street

Dixie Home Stores

ROCK HILL, S. C.

Dixie Home Stores

CONGRATULATES THE HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS

When you come to Winthrop next year stop by and see us for your party and refreshments. We're always eager to serve the girls in the navy blue.
Mathematics is no bugaboo for the three young Winthrop graduates in the hallways of the Mathematics building at Aberdeen Graduates. Maryland, among the three girls, all busying with their calculating machines, are left to right: Geraldine Lee of Charlestown, Alaska Furniture Inn, and Annie Bred Graham of Anderson—mathematics graduates of the college.

It's Not All Hard Work—Math Has Its Lighter Side

By Mary Kay Martin

Although the mathematics department can be said to demand high percentage of vocational opportunities, its extra-curricular opportunities on the other hand make it one of the most active and enjoyable on the campus. Various extracurricular activities form a happy balance to the mathematics student.

The most interesting feature is perhaps the observatory. High on the roof of the science building, where astronomy students and other interested may observe the stars. Members of the astronomy club and classes have regular meetings and are available to help those interested in the field. Although the observatory has only limited equipment, it is used not only for classes, thus five floors away, but also for the public, those interested in astronomy, as well as those interested in the traditional sciences.

To show her the movement and characteristics of the planets. Mrs. Beatie has a telescope and is able to point out many planets and constellations. Also, there is an opportunity to study the planets and stars, thus the night sky, by means of the observatory. The observatory is open to all students and anyone interested in astronomy.

One of the most unusual features of the mathematics department is the Mathematics Club. This club is open to all students, regardless of major, who are interested in mathematics. The club meets weekly and includes various activities, such as problem solving, guest lectures, and social events.

Add "War" Study To Further Math Job Preparations

Employment Opportunities New Greater Than Ever Before

The department of Mathematics in the United States is now preparing for the war. The mathematics department at Winthrop college offers a complete undergraduate course in mathematics, which can be found in the weekly bulletin. This course is offered in all departments, and is designed to prepare students for graduate work in mathematics.

Winthrop college students are invited to apply for the various positions available in the mathematics department. Opportunities are available for those interested in teaching, research, or other related fields.

GREAT DEFENSE DEMAND

The defense program has created a very great demand for young women trained in basic mathematical techniques and from a variety of backgrounds. The mathematics department at Winthrop college offers a complete undergraduate course in mathematics that can be found in the weekly bulletin. This course is designed to prepare students for graduate work in mathematics.

Technical and Cultural Needs of People and Nation Being Met in Complete Undergraduate Offerings

By DR. RUTH STOKE

Head of the Department of Mathematics

The mathematics department at Winthrop college has three distinct aims: to provide courses which help students of other departments to master mathematical techniques; to give all students a sound general education; and to help students of mathematics develop their own field of study. To achieve these aims, the department offers a complete undergraduate course in mathematics, which can be found in the weekly bulletin. This course is designed to provide students with a strong foundation in mathematics, which can be applied to a variety of fields, such as science, engineering, and business.
The Sextet Rehearses for an Appearance

The Winthrop sextet almost traditionally has more than six girls, despite the implications of its name. Perhaps the name may serve the same role as do the initials DC, it’s a famous Winthrop organization, appearing each year during various groups in the State. Left to right are: Sara Black of Barnwell; Louise Haddad of Chester; Helen Hutto of Darlington; and Carolyn Guess of Denmark; accompanist Jo Nelle Nichols of Leesville.

The Sextet Rehearses for an Appearance

The music department of Winthrop not only offers a thorough musical education, but also provides opportunities for the development of personal talents. The student is given an opportunity to play on instruments, to get individual guidance, and to take part in musical activities. The Winthrop sextet, which is one of the college’s finest music organizations, is composed of six girls, and the group’s members are trained in the various instruments used in the band. The Sextet practices daily, and the results are quite remarkable.

Winthrop Symphony Gets Ready for One of Its Concerts

The Winthrop Symphony is one of the college’s most popular organizations, and it is well known for its fine performances. The orchestra is composed of about 60 students, and the members work hard to produce a good program each year. The orchestra members are chosen by audition, and they practice diligently to perfect their skills. The orchestra performs several times each semester, and its concerts are always well attended.

Music Department Offers Activities For All Talents

The music department of Winthrop offers a wide variety of activities for students of all musical abilities. Whether you want to play an instrument, sing in a choir, or participate in other musical activities, there is something for everyone. The department offers courses in music theory, composition, and performance, as well as a variety of extracurricular activities such as choirs, bands, and ensembles. Whether you are a novice or an experienced musician, you will find a place to express your musical talent at Winthrop.

The Sextet Rehearses for an Appearance

The Sextet Rehearses for an Appearance

The Sextet Rehearses for an Appearance
Serving Winthrop...Is a FREIDHEIM Tradition

...and speaking of traditions, the House of Freidheim can point to its 76 years of service to Rock Hill as its most cherished tradition.

...We've seen Winthrop grow from a lucky infant to the full-grown institution of today... and during all those years we've welcomed the "Girls in Blue".

...we'll be looking forward to seeing both old and new students next year and enjoying our pleasant relationship.

WE HAVE EVERYTHING FOR THE COLLEGE GIRL...

LOVELY THINGS AT REASONABLE PRICES

Congratulations, High School Seniors!

FREIDHEIM'S
The Store That Served Your Mother When She Attended Winthrop
Physical Education Plays Important Part In National Defense

Winthrop Department Shapes ‘Fitness’ Role

Past Explains Broad Program of Activities Promoted to Prepare Girls for Careers and Vitalized Living

By JULIA H. POST
Head of Department of Physical Education

In the present emergency, the department of physical education on the Winthrop campus is finding the opportunity to play a large part in the defense program. It should be of interest to you who are planning to come to college to know what many this department can be of help to you in finding your place in the defense program.

STUDENTS PICK ACTIVITY

Through the activity program, in which all women are required to have success during the first two years, and through the athletic classes, which any student may participate, it is the hope of the department that every girl on the campus will be kept in physical form.

In addition to the activity classes, which each week twice, the students are selected to take the activities in which she is most interested. This selection, of course, is determined by the result of her health examination which each student have during freshman week and other time and she is assigned to the activity class which she may select. Both the activities and the whole program are determined by the health status of the students.

There are organized clubs in all of the above named activities, with the exception of canteen, soccer, and archery. There are also tennis and archery clubs in those activities.

The facilities of the physical education department are available for the use of individual students at any time for the entertainment of the students during the week-end. It is possible for every student to select the opportunity of the exercise which the department offers. The department offers a wide range of possibilities in those activities she may choose to take part in. There is also a wide range of opportunities in the sports which she may choose to participate in.

Keep your eyes on the ball when you are playing football, basketball, or soccer. There is no such thing as too much exercise. Exercise is a good thing for everyone.
Sociology Field Encourages Serious Study Of Human Relationship

Case Work Students Go “to the Field”

Social Case Work Offers Interesting Career

Link Says Subject An “Every Day One”

Winthrop Department Built Around Idea That There Is No “Every Day One” Over Which People Behave, And What Are They?

By DR. EUGENE LINK
Head of the Department of Sociology

Social Case Work is a field of activity where character and personality are essential. The case worker must have a thorough understanding of human nature, and the ability to deal effectively with situations. He must be able to analyze problems and formulate effective solutions. The case worker should have a liberal education, with courses in sociology, psychology, and biology. A degree in social work from an accredited school is required.

Social workers are employed by state, federal, and private agencies, hospitals, schools, and other organizations. They may work in a variety of settings, such as child welfare agencies, hospitals, and nursing homes. Social workers may also work in community organizations, such as homeless shelters and food banks. The field of social work is a challenging and rewarding career choice.

By Martha Aver

Social workers are employed by state, federal, and private agencies, hospitals, schools, and other organizations. They may work in a variety of settings, such as child welfare agencies, hospitals, and nursing homes. Social workers may also work in community organizations, such as homeless shelters and food banks. The field of social work is a challenging and rewarding career choice.

Social workers are employed by state, federal, and private agencies, hospitals, schools, and other organizations. They may work in a variety of settings, such as child welfare agencies, hospitals, and nursing homes. Social workers may also work in community organizations, such as homeless shelters and food banks. The field of social work is a challenging and rewarding career choice.

Social workers are employed by state, federal, and private agencies, hospitals, schools, and other organizations. They may work in a variety of settings, such as child welfare agencies, hospitals, and nursing homes. Social workers may also work in community organizations, such as homeless shelters and food banks. The field of social work is a challenging and rewarding career choice.

Social workers are employed by state, federal, and private agencies, hospitals, schools, and other organizations. They may work in a variety of settings, such as child welfare agencies, hospitals, and nursing homes. Social workers may also work in community organizations, such as homeless shelters and food banks. The field of social work is a challenging and rewarding career choice.
Education Department Prepares One-Half State's New Instructors

Winthrop Aim Is "Superior" Teachers

Maggieins Stresses Cultural Background And Scientific Training For The Successful Career In The Schoolroom

By Mary K. Martin

"It is the supreme purpose of the department of education at Winthrop College to aid in the development of really great teachers for our public schools," says Dr. Willis D. Magginis, in a recent statement of the policy and organization of the department of education, of which he is head.

The need of the state and the nation for teachers has never been greater. The profession is having a new and more elevated status. Teachers are now considered to be specialists in their field, and many states have recognized the need for a new type of teacher-training system.

The department of education at Winthrop College is striving to meet this need. It offers a course of study in education that is designed to prepare students for a successful career in the classroom. The curriculum includes courses in both cultural and scientific training, and is intended to provide a well-rounded education for its graduates.

During the transition and upheavals years the present teacher-training courses are offered to be conducted in a broad foundation of education. During this time a real basis has been laid for the successful career in the schoolroom. Teachers who have been trained at Winthrop College are well prepared to meet the demands of the modern classroom.

Looking For Some One? Try The College P. O.

"Our 75 student teachers who are preparing to enter the teaching profession are preparing to give their students the best possible education. They are being trained to be teachers of the highest caliber.

With graduation just ahead, Winthrop seniors look around for jobs. Many of them have already secured positions in the public schools of the state. Others are looking for positions in private schools or in other educational institutions.

Our campus is a visual teaching environment. The department of education is seeing the future, and thus is to be found many types of educational leadership.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
School of Nursing
RICHMOND, N. C.

The program of training in the School of Nursing at Duke University is designed to provide a comprehensive education for its graduates. The program includes courses in both nursing and general education, and is intended to prepare students for a successful career in the nursing profession.

Arrid

The Eating and Meeting Place of Winthrop Students.

"You taste the quality of the real thing..."

Ice-cold Coca-Cola is refreshing...relaxing on only Coca-Cola can be in its frosty bottle with the quality of genuine goodness. And tastes...a taste delicious, exciting. Third asks nothing more.

Say It With Flowers

Reid Flower Shop
Hampton Street
Rock Hill, S. C.

A member of Alpha Groups Alpha, Reid Flower Shop, recently was honored at Wayne county.

Baker's Shoe Service
PHONE 227
East Main Street

"A Step Ahead."

"You're sure to be pleased..."

Blue Mirror Grill

When up too early the show or classes, step in and relax with a sandwich and coke.

You will be proud to bring your special friends to "Rock Hill's exclusive eating place."


**Commerce Training Paves Way For Many Career Opportunities**

**Getting The Hang Of Office Machines**

**Department Stresses ‘Employable’ Skills**

**Gilbreth Says Much Attention Is Given To Cultural Backgrounds Of Girls Going Into Business World**

**Acting Head of Department of Commerce**

Are you planning to attend Winthrop college next year? Mary Young ladies who have the ambition to become business women will be interested in this announcement, which concerns the preparation of the college to help girls become employable in the business world. The courses required by the students enrolled in the Commerce department are those which are as academic or as business in character. These courses are designed to train students for a successful business career.

**PREPARED EMPLOYABLE SKILLS**

The Commerce department is designed to help girls become employable by training them in the various fields of business and commerce. The courses offered are designed to provide students with the necessary qualifications to enter the business world. The courses cover a wide range of subjects, including accounting, business law, and computer skills.

**CULTURAL BACKGROUND**

In addition to the practical skills, the Commerce department also stresses the importance of a good cultural background. The courses offered in the department include subjects such as literature, history, and foreign languages, which help students to develop a well-rounded understanding of the world around them.

**ACTING HEAD OF DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE**

J. C. Hardin

**Senior Invitations, Jingaleer Picked In Plans For Final**

Seniors were invited to the final program, which included a variety of events, including a movie, the p’ pla’ dance, and a talk on the history of Winthrop. The final program was held in Johnson hall on May 2.

**Winthrop Assembly Brings Noted Speakers To Campus**

**By Margaret Bates**

A list of those who have appeared in Winthrop’s assemblies since September includes an excerpt from Who’s Who, as well as several distinguished speakers. Among those who have appeared are Margaret Bates, who gave a talk on the history of Winthrop; Winthrop’s director of Student Activities, who spoke on the importance of individual interpretation of art; and a group of local artists, who presented a variety of works.

**Assembly Lecture**

A group of local artists presented a variety of works, including paintings, sculptures, and prints. The artists were given the opportunity to express their ideas and to share their work with the audience.

**SOUTH AMERICAN LECTURES**

Two addresses on “South America and Its Best” were given by Anne Spencer, who spoke on the cultural and historical aspects of the continent, and by Margaret Bates, who focused on the political and social aspects.

**Two “Institutions” As One**

Rock Hill and Winthrop are indispensable to each other. What is good for one is good for the other. The ill fortunes of one are the ill fortunes of both. That is one reason why Rock Hill looks with pride on Winthrop and the educational advantages she offers the girls of this city and state.

Day by day, Winthrop adds to the cultural, the social, the educational, the financial life of Rock Hill. And the people and government of Rock Hill try earnestly to keep their city the best, the most delightful, the finest place in which a fine school for young ladies could be located.

To get the best out of Winthrop and Winthrop, the teacher, the student, and the community must work together. A successful school must have a successful community.

**We Think Rock Hill is a “Good Town” for a “Good College”**

**Councilmen**

P. C. Blackmon

J. C. Hardin

C. H. Albright

J. P. Pogg

**ERWIN CAROTHERS, Mayor**

J. J. RAUCH, City Manager

**ROCK HILL INDUSTRIES HAVE**

4,475 employees

$4,122.00—Annual industrial pay roll
New Senior Dormitory To Be Ready For Occupation Next January

As the New Residence Hall Looks Today

Structure Will House 300 Senior Girls in Suites For A Fourame With Bath

Plant to Have Best Features of Modern Residence Halls for Women In Nation; Cost $350,000, Including State Aid of $100,000

By Jane Harvey

Seniors at Winthrop next year will have the thrill of a lifetime, because some day in January will be "moving day" at Winthrop. The new senior dormitory now under construction will be ready for occupancy certainly by the second semester of the 1942-43 term unless "something awful happens", according to a report from the contractors and President Shepard Phillips' office.

No Parents' Day Plans This Summer

College Suspends Annual Occasion Because of the War Conditions

For the first time in six consecutive years there will be no Winthrop Parents' Day, coming an announcement from President Phillips' office this week. Reasons given were the present difficulties of traveling because of air shortages and the increasing expense involved because of war conditions.

Southeastern Construction Co.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Charlotte, North Carolina
CONTRACTORS FOR THE NEW SENIOR DORMITORY

How It Will Look When It's Completed

For the Senior Dorm

Alumnae Club Takes Care of "Little Chapel"

Proving that Winthrop is something of a tradition in many families, the Granddaughters association has approximately 160 present members. To become a member of the club a girl must be the daughter of a Winthrop "daughter" and to Winthrop and to South Carolina

To Winthrop &

"We Strive to Please"

WE EXTEND OUR CONGRATULATIONS FOR THE NEW SENIOR DORMITORY NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION

No Parents' Day Plans This Summer

College Suspends Annual Occasion Because of the War Conditions

For the first time in six consecutive years there will be no Winthrop Parents' Day, coming an announcement from President Phillips' office this week. Reasons given were the present difficulties of traveling because of air shortages and the increasing expense involved because of war conditions.

Southeastern Construction Co.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Charlotte, North Carolina
CONTRACTORS FOR THE NEW SENIOR DORMITORY

Wiring Must be Permanent As Well As Efficient Today!

Hunter Electric Co.
Charlotte, North Carolina

Electricians to the Senior Dormitory